
THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS SECURITY-RELATED AND/OR TRADE 
SECRET/CONFIDENTIAL/PROPRIETARY INFORMATION EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE 

RMS Enhancements 
Admin 

➢ Users can filter by account status (“active” or “inactive”) on the Admin Users page 
[WAVE-1440] 

○ Admin Settings > Users > Filters > Account Status 
➢ Users now receive an updated error message with a suggested fix when editing the email 

address of a user that exists in multiple departments [WAVE-1516] 
○ Message reads: “Email addresses with accounts in more than one department 

cannot be updated. To update this user account, set the 'Account Status' and 'Duty 
Status' to inactive, and create a new user account." 

➢ Users now able to select department configured values for Military Branch when filling out a 
person profile [WAVE-253] 

○ Admin Settings >  Attributes > Military Branch 

Cases 
➢ Case history now supports filtering the history timeline by ‘workflow,’  ‘report content’ or ‘all 

events’ [RMS-7897] 
➢ New notification alerts users when case assignees have changed [RMS-7883] 

○ The ‘Case Assignee Removed - Assignee’ notification alerts users if they have been 
unassigned from a case 

➢ The ‘Assignee(s)’ filter on the ‘All Cases’ dashboard supports a ‘No Assignee’ value, enabling 
users to search for cases that are not currently assigned to anyone [RMS-7869] 

➢ The ‘Supervisor(s)’ filter on the ‘All Cases’ dashboard supports ‘No Supervisor’ value, 
enabling users to search for cases that do not currently have a supervisor assigned 
[RMS-7870] 

➢ *Case REN 1:1 [RMS-7914]  
○ Reports and cases are now directly linked to one another via a shared REN. Cases 

will automatically include any reports that have the same REN as the case and will 
not require users to manually link reports to case jackets.  

○ If there are related reports that do not have the same REN as the Case, users can use 
the new “Associated Records” functionality to link those associated reports to the 
case.  

Evidence 
➢ Items added to the Item Basket in both the desktop and mobile app will persist across 

devices and browser tabs [KRA-1839] [KRA-1840] 
➢ Retention policies can be imported/exported via CSV [KRA-1975] 
➢ *Attachments can be uploaded to the CPS [KRA-1963] 
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○ Users with the ‘View Custodial Report Attachments’ ability can view attachments 
uploaded to the Attachment card 

○ Users with the ‘Edit Custodial Report Attachments’ ability can add and remove 
attachments on the Attachment card 

➢ Users can add additional attachments beyond the signature and ID when making a chain of 
custody update [KRA-1956] 

○ All attachments will be viewable via the item profile’s chain of custody entry ‘Show 
Details’ section 

○ This is only applicable on the desktop 
➢ Users can upload attachments directly on the item profile page [KRA-1958] 

○ All attachments uploaded to the item profile page will be viewable in an Attachments 
section 

Exporting 
➢ Users with ‘Can Find’ permissions on reports and warrants no longer see an export option 

(e.g. checkbox) in the advanced search reports tab and the warrants dashboard 
[WAVE-1347] 

➢ Report approval status on the export screen will show report statuses of “unapproved”, 
“draft”, and “rejected” [WAVE-1417] 

○ “Pending” reports will display an “unapproved” status 
○ “Approved” reports will not display a report approval status  

NIBRS/UCR & Validation 
➢ *California UCR side panel will now auto-populate “No” in the ARRC Offense(s) drop down 

[WAVE-1569] 
➢ *Departments can enable report validation to make ‘Arrest Disposition’ and ‘Juvenile Arrest 

Disposition’ required on the Booking Card before an officer can submit an arrest [RMS-8208] 
○ Enabling Arrest Disposition is Required via Admin Rules page means an author will be 

required to add a disposition status before submitting a report 
○ Enabling Juvenile Arrest Disposition is Required via Admin Rules page means an 

author will be required to add a juvenile disposition status before submitting a report 

Reports 
➢ *Associated records [RMS-6807] 

○ The new associated records feature provides more control and flexibility around 
linking records to one another. Users are now able to: 

■ Create associations between reports in the Mark43 RMS that do not have the 
same report number 

■ Associate reports in Mark43 with records stored in systems external to 
Mark43 RMS 

Record Privacy 
➢ Users with the “Execute Court Order” ability will now be able to seal persons, narratives, and 

reports per court order mandates 
➢ Users with the “Execute Court Order” ability will now be able to vacate charges on arrest 

reports per court order mandates 

Search 
➢ Primary Agency search filter will no longer filter by the user’s home agency (as defined in the 

user profile in non-consortium tenants) by default [WAVE-1553] 
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RMS Fixes 
Cases 

➢ The 'Involved Officers' filter in advanced search and the 'Unassigned Cases' dashboard now 
returns results when multiple users are selected [RMS-6814] 

➢ Cases with a status of ‘Unfounded’ will show up in the ‘Closed’ tab when filtering by ‘All 
Cases’ [RMS-7678] 

Evidence Mobile 
➢ Now possible to select a storage location when updating an item from “Check In - Person” to 

“Check In - Temporary Location” [KRA-1991] 
➢ Updating an item’s location within the same facility will only return sub-locations from the 

core facility where the item is already located [KRA-1531] 
➢ It’s now no longer possible to choose a core facility as a storage location [KRA-1639] 

Miscellaneous 
➢ Department logos are able to be removed from the department profile & user profile photos 

are now able to be removed from a user profile [RMS-7905] 
➢ The ‘Primary Reporter’ filter on the reports dashboard returns results correctly when more 

than one primary reporter is added [RMS-7187] 
➢ Clicking the offense status dropdown on the UCR side panel no longer rearranges the fields 

[RMS-8363] 

Reports 
➢ Defendant mugshots on arrest reports now show a thumbnail instead of the original image 

size [RMS-8301] 
➢ If a Tow Vehicle report is released to an organization, the organization will appear on the 

‘Release Information’ card under ‘Release Authorization’ on the report [RMS-7880] 
➢ If a user attempts to delete a warrant that is tied to an arrest, they will see the arrest number 

and hyperlink in the error modal for the arrest that is preventing the warrant deletion 
[RMS-8239] 

➢ The ‘Subject’ button on Use of Force reports expands to the full width of the cards 
[RMS-7429] 

➢ Users will not be given the option to quick-link an Offense to a charge when the Offense was 
created in an outside agency [WAVE-1471] 

○ Previously, these offenses were displayed and caused a “Failed Save” error when 
clicked  

➢ Report History page will now show entries when report status is reverted from “UCR 
Approved” to “Approved” status [WAVE-1521] 

○ Report History will read: “[USER] returned the report to Approved Status” 
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